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Bowling Green, Ohio

Kim's death denied by N. Korea
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - North
Korea showed its "great leader," President Kim n Sung, on television yesterday while ignoring reports in rival
South Korea that Kim died or was
embroiled in a serious power struggle.
A Defense Ministry spokesman in
Seoul acknowledged North Korean
news media reports that Kim was alive
and added: "We are closely watching
whether these developments in the
North have resulted from a serious
internal power struggle or its (the
North's) high-level psychological warfare hiding a sinister plot for military
provocation."
An Asian diplomat in Pyongyang,
reached by The Associated Press by

telephone from Peking, said he saw the
74-year-old Kim at Pyongyang Airport
yesterday "and he is in absolutely good
The diplomat, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, added: "Everything is
all right in this country, the situation is
absolutely normal
There seems to
be nothing correct about these reports
(of an assassination or power seizure).
... It la absolutely normal, there is
nothing wrong. He is absolutely normal, he is in good health."
Questions about Kim were raised
Monday when the ministry said North
Korean propaganda loudspeakers
along the demilitarized zone between
North and South Korea announced that

Kim was killed in a shooting incident.
North Korean embassy officials at
various posts abroad denied Kim was
dead, but official North Korean media
kept silent through Monday.
YESTERDAY, Pyongyang's official
Korean Central News Agency said Kim
had gone to Pyongyang Airport to
welcome Mongolian President Jambyn
Batmunkh and that cheers for Kim of
"Long live the great leader!" burst
forth from the thousands of people on
hand. The report was monitored in
Tokyo.
Japanese television stations showed
rare segments from North Korean television of Kim, in a dark overcoat and

cap, walking up a gold-bordered red
carpet to meet Batmunkh, shaking
hands and embracing him. The two
walked together back down the carpet.
Crowds lining one side cheered as
soldiers stood at attention holding rifles
with fixed bayonets.
Earlier yesterday, the South Korean
Defense Ministry said North Korean
loudspeakers were blaring that O Jin
U, North Korea's defense minister, had
seized power. There were no details.
The Smith's defense minister, Lee Kibaek, said that as of 10:04 a.m. yesterday, the loudspeakers were playing
somber funeral music and saying The
nation's great star has fallen. Let us
glorify his great achievements."

That was about the same time first
reports were coming from Pyongyang
that Kim was at the airport
AT NOON, Lee added, the loudspeakers said Kim had delegated all power to
his 44-year-old son, Kim Jong II.
Loudspeakers are positioned at several points along the 151-mile border,
and normally are used to convey propaganda material and music to soldiers
on the opposing sides. Their use to
announce such a development as Kim's
death would be highly unusual.
U.S. military authorities said conditions were normal yesterday around
Panmunjom, the truce village in the
DMZ.

Alex Haley
to speak at
conference

Students walk
last three miles
of peace march

Program to address
black contributions,
minorities in film

Nuclear disarmament supporters
travel coast-to-coast, ending rally
last weekend in Washington, D.C.

by Jerry Yarnetsky
staff reporter

About 60 students from the
University marched the last
three miles in the Great Peace
March for Global Disarmament
in Washington, D.C, as it ended
its coast-to-coast trek this past
weekend.
Students from the B.G. Peace
Coalition, Social Justice Committee and others left for Washington Friday afternoon.
An estimated 8,000 marchers
were in the final miles of the
march.
"The march was gigantic. It
was the largest thing I'd ever
seen," said Eric Morgan, a
freshman German major
who
attended the march. r'By the
time the first marchers finished
the last were just starting."
The University group met up
with the march when it reached
Meridian Hill Park.
"It was a huge party that
lasted for about two hours,
bands on one side of the park, a
huge hokey-pokey circle on the
other," Morgan said.
At the park, Betty Thomas,
mayor of Washington, D.C, and
the oldest of the peace marchers, spoke.
The marchers then silently
walked the last three miles down
16th Street toward Lafayette
Park in front of the White House.
"This rally wasn't angry. The
silent march was wonderful,"
Kristen Sandor. senior liberal
arts major, said. Others concurred, saying the silent march
was a very powerful form of
expression.
"IT WAS really moving; a
really wide variety of people
were there," said Kathy Bitterman, freshman undecided major. "There are all interested in
nuclear disarmament."
The march stopped again at
Lafayette Park in front of the
White House to listen to more
speakers including scientist

by Jared Wadley
copy editor

Pulitzer Prize-winning author
Alex Haley will be the keynote
speaker at the Third Annual
Conference on Ethnic Studies,
held today and tomorrow.
Haley, author of the best-selling novel Roots, will present the
annual Hollis A. Moore President's Lecture tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
His lecture, "The Family: Find
the Good ... And Praise It," is
free and open to the public.

Carl Sagan.
Beth Co*, senior Spanish/political science major, wondered
how useful the Lafayette Park
stop would be, because President Reagan was at Camp David
with British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher.
"President Kennedy would
send coffee over to the protesters saying it's all right to express what you believe," Cox
said.
Several students told of the
little things that made the day
interesting.
"I liked the little boy that was
in a wheelchair who chanted
'Reagan spells peace: W-A-R,' "
Sandor said.
The march ended with a candlelight service surrounding the
reflecting pool in front of the
Lincoln Memorial.
"It was the most incredible
experience of love I've ever
had," Sandor said. "That makes
me sound like I was high, but I
wasn't. It was reminiscent of
being a flower child (in the
1960s)."
THE MARCH officially ended
with a meditative speech. It
started out with the speaker
telling the marchers to think of
nice things.
"It was such a warm feeling,"
Sandor said.
But there was a catch to the
speech.
The speaker dropped a BB
pellet, representing the firepower of the atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima. Another
was dropped for the bomb
dropped on Nagasaki, then several tor all the firepower expended in World War H. The
speaker finished by dropping the
BB equivalent to the firepower
available today.
"I started to pray that he
would stop dropping the BBs,
but he just kept dropping them
and it kept getting louder. It was
horrible, Sandor said.

Just trim around the ears
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Horvath

Hair stylist Jennifer Deran from Glemby Salon takes a little off the top of Steven Icamen, junior
marketing major, hair while stylist Lisa Hathaway works on another University student. Close to 150
people participated in Glemby's haircut-a-thon at the Memorial Hall lobby, in which students paid five
dollars for a haircut from Glemby Salon stylists. In turn. Glemby Salon will donate proceeds to
benefit the Miss BGSU scholarship pageant.

Program may change gym class
by John Meola
staff reporter

Remember your physical education classes in elementary
school? You probably remember playing games like kick-ball
and duck, duck, goose - and the
winner was always the hero of
the day.
Well, if a program developed
by the University-based National Institute of Physical Education for Children catches on
around the country, game-playing during physical education
classes may become an educational relic.
Sally Sakola, program director for the institute, said that
current physical education in
elementary schools teaches children the rules of playing games
but provides no instruction regarding skills and strategies involved in the games being
played in the class.
"The traditional approach is
an activity-oriented one. Instead
of learning skills, children are
just learning the rules. I don't
think that all children are inter-

ested in playing a particular
game at a particular time. If
they can't play well, then they
are looked down on by their
peers," Sakola said.
The program at the University
is oriented toward individuals. It
allows children to participate at
their own level of ability, she
added.
Program activites include
planned games and sports, gymnastics and dance. The program
is designed to ensure a steady
and continual physical skill development as a child develops.
ANOTHER UNIQUE aspect of
the program, Sakola said, is the
opportunity for University students to work in a regular school
setting beginning with a student's freshman year and
continuing through the senior
year. During this time, students
go to schools and observe and
also are afforded the opportunity to teach.
She said that graduates who
have implemented the program
have been lauded by the school
districts for which tney work.
Sakola cited as an example

Theresa Everman, a 1986 graduate who works at a school in
Celina. According to Sakola, the
school's principal contacted a
person at the University and
said that Everman was "one of
the best first-year teachers
they've ever had."
Sakola said that once an endorsement, or additional certification process, for elementary
education majors is developed,
the program will benefit persons
majoring in that field.
"we are developing an endorsement for elementary education majors to enhance their
certification by having physical
education as an additional content area to teach," she said.
Graduates from the program
will accompany Sakola and
Pamela Allison, a research director for the institute, to Atlanta to demonstrate the
program to the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education.
Founded in 1961, the institute
encourages research and development of better teaching meth-

Lack of space, funds trouble black greeks
Editor's Note: This is the second story in
a series about the challenges facing ■
members of traditionally black fraternities and sororities at the University.
Tomorrow's story will look at the issue of
hazing and the pledge process.
by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

Lack of bousing space and lack of
money for the upkeep of the space that's
available are two or the problems that
have contributed to the tension between
the black greeks and the Office of Greek
Life.
Wayne Colvin, director of Greek Life,
said lack of money is one of the factors
slowing down any improvement in greek
bousing. He said he has received less
than $1.5 million which must be divided
between all of the fraternities and sororities.
He said Greek Life's first priority is
buying fire alarms and refrigerators,
and renovating two Reed Street houses
for black greeks.

Although there have been requests for
new furniture, desks and carpet, he said
health and safety come first.
. "We are always trying to make improvements, but it all comes back to lack
of funds," he said.
He said students think Greek Life deals
with all housing problems, but University maintenance takes care of the repair
work.
Linda Rudolph, senior procurement
and productions-operations management major and a member of Delta
Sigma Theta sorority, said she contacted
Colvin at the beginning of the 1966 fall
semester and told him about some work
that needed to be done at the sorority
bouse.
RUDOLPH SAID she thought Colvin
wasn't concerned with the problem when
he didn't offer any suggestions to correct

it. She said she went to a person of a
higher authority than Colvin - she didn't
want to say who it was - and the necessary work was done.
Nevertheless, students have to send
their requests to Greek Life so that
arrangements can be made to accommodate their needs.
Colvin said a five-year capital improvement plan, implemented less than
three years ago, lists all of the changes
and repairs that need to be made to
University residence units over the next
five years.
He said greek house managers used to
do monthly reports verifying the work
that needed to be done in the house, but
some of them didn't turn in reports.
Not only was this a problem, but Colvin
added that greek houses compete with

the residence halls for the same money.
Colvin said the problem is going to get
worse because a lot has to be done to the
residence with a small amount of money.
Another issue that Greek Life is looking
at is occupancy in the fraternity and
sorority houses. He said houses are expected to have full occupancy, but he has
given some organizations more time to
meet the requirements.
JACK TAYLOR, assistant vice president of Minority Affairs, said fraternity
and sorority chapters should work cooperatively with their national headquarters because it is their responsibility to
solve the housing problem.
However, he said the University must
be willing to work with the students
considering their situation and must be
flexible in the policies.
"If the University is committed to
maintaining cultural diversity in aspects
of the environment, then they should
make special allowances (housing) to
black greeks considering their small
numbers," Taylor said.
D See Housing, page 3.

Robert Perry, chairman of the
Ethnic Studies department, said
Haley will be one of five speakers at the conference, which
continues tomorrow.
Carlos Cortes, chairman of the
Department of History at the
University of California at Riverside, and Alice Tail, assistant
professor of journalism at Central Michigan University, will
speak on minorities in films
beginning at 9:30 a.m. today.
Tait's remarks will be a response to Cortes' speech.
A panel discussion featuring
Errol Lam, assistant professor
of information services at Jerome Library; Michael
Marsden, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences;
and Miguel Ornelas, director of
the Ohio Hispanic Institute of
Opportunity, will be held at 11
a.m.
An art exhibit will be displayed beginning at 1:30 p.m. in
the McFall Center art gallery.
STUDENTS CAN talk to the
conference presenters at an informal discussion session at 3
p.m. today.
The program continues tomorrow with 'Gifts to America from
the Black Experience," a
speech by Charles Willie, at 9:30
a.m. Willie, a professor from the
Graduate College of Education
and Urban Studies at Harvard
University, will speak on black
contributions to society.
Perry said most of the focus in
the media today is on the problems blacks face. Not enough
credit is given to the contributions blacks have made, he said.
Robert Newby, professor of
sociology at Wayne State University, will outline Willie's
speech at 10:30 a.m.
Another panel discussion will
be given at 11 a.m. by John
Scott, resident playwright and
director of the Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program; Charles Corley,
assistant professor of sociology
at Winthrop College in South
Carolina; Joseph Sommerville,
professor of education at the
University of Toledo; and
screen and television actor J. A.
Preston, who appeared in several weekly television shows and
bad a role in the miniseries
"Roots: The Next Generation."
OTHER SPEAKERS Thursday include Linda Hogan, associate professor of American
Indian Studies at the University
of Minnesota, Mary Jean Moseley, director of the Division of
Intercultural Studies at Ft Lawis College in Durango, Co., and
Ed Danziger, University history
professor.

Editorial
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White House made
a bad compromise

South Africa's other atrocity

Naturally, it was a relief to learn that another of
the American hostages held in Lebanon was on
his way home, and that the release of the rest was
possible.
But with news of David Jacobsen's release came
other, disturbing news. The American people also
learned that the adniinistration used weapons sales
to the Iranian government to influence them to act
as an intermediary in whatever talks are going on
to free the Americans and the White House was
doing so without the approval or even the knowledge of Congress.
In the year or so preceding the release of Jacobsen, public pressure fueled by the media to do
something about the hostage situation had
mounted. The administration must have felt increasingly compelled to produce.
But in so doing, it violated many of the key
principles of American foreign and domestic policy. Entering into arms deals with a hostile country
without consulting Congress violates the system of
checks and balances that was designed to make
sure the government represents the will of the
people.
The administration dealt with a country with
which the United States had broken off formal
diplomatic relations, it went back on the president's public commitment not to deal with terrorists, and it is apparently bartering for the lives of
Americans.
This last item brings up another disturbing
spectacle: it almost legitimizes the taking of hostages to further the aims of one's organization by
making them an item of barter. This will only
encourage the taking of more hostages, once it
becomes obvious (if it hasn't already) that hostagetaking gets the terrorists what they want.
That some of the hostages are home is commendable. We can only hope that more are not taken in
the reinforced hope that this will enable a "deal" to
be struck.

by Ralph Saultz

Gosh! I just
hale to see
human rights
violations...

Because it has been in the
spotlight so much recently, most
people are pretty much aware of
the ongoing civil strife in South
Africa, brought on by the South
African government's insistence
on maintaining the policy of
apartheid over the nation's
black majority.
While the news media focus on
that struggle, another struggle
goes largely unnoticed: the repeated attacks of South Africansupported guerrillas in the border region around Mozambique's capital, situated only 40
miles from the MozambiqueSouth Africa border.
Before going on, I must first
thank William Minter for his
presentation on this rather unfamiliar topic, which he gave on
Wednesday, November 12 in the
Off-Campus Student Center.
I'd also like to thank those
students and faculty who attended the presentation for
showing their concern by coming and participating in the discussion afterwards. (Minter is a
journalist who has worked in
Mozambique twice, once in 196668 and again in 1974-76, during
the time of the successful Mozambican drive for independence).
As explained in the presentation, the South African military
is known to supply arms and
tactical aid to guerrilla fighters
of the reactionary Mozambican
National Resistance (R.ENAMO). This aid allows the
guerrillas to mount bloody hitand-run strikes on Mozambican
schools, health facilities, villages and even buses, with the

That's better!

intent of killing or torturingthose inside.
The result is the senseless
mannings and loss of life of
innocents and children, and only
rarely of Mozambican military
troops, concentrated in the border-region nearest South Africa.
The RENAMO leadership,
originally established in 1977 by
Rhodesian intelligence to undermine Mozambique's support of
Zimbabwe revolutionaries fighting the colonial-style Rhodesian
regime, quietly shifted their
headquarters to South Africa.
The move was a tactical retreat by RENAMO when the
success of the Zimbabwe revolution appeared imminent. And in
South Africa it has remained, to
continue directing its campaign
of terror against hapless civilians in Mozambique - with the
tacit support and approval of
P.W. Botha's government.
But in eating the bread of the

South African governmental
support, the RENAMO forces
have ended up doing its will as
well.
Forsaking its original mission
or representing right-wing interests In Mozambique, it is now a
mere puppet of Soath Africa's
government whose primary purpose is to wage a cruel war of
attrition on the economy and
people of Mozambique. The reasons for this crime are essentially a function of South African
power-politics in the region.
South Africa's government
fears the inspiration to self-rule
that Mozambique's independence gives to black South Africans. Moreover, South Africa
hopes to bring enough pressure
to bear on Mozambique's government so that the latter will
refuse to provide South Africa's
landlocked neighbors with seaports alternative to those presently at the mercy of Botha's
government.

Bruce not American
music symbol to all
I am not the anti-Christ. I
respect the flag, enjoy an occasional piece of apple pie, and
call my parents at least once a
week. I even signed a petition
once to save the bald eagles.
However, there is one American symbol that is being thrown
upon me that I'm supposed to
respect but I'm finding to be
increasingly irritating. That is
of his royal majesty, Mr. Bruce
Springsteen.
The problem with Mr. Music is
that he's unavoidable. This is
supposed to be the land of the
free but Bruce leaves me no
choice- he is irritating. If Bruce
is such a dynamic force in concert then fine; let him tour, but
to subject the entire public to his
monotone dog-in-heat version of
music is hazardous to our
health.

thing Bruce is a businessman
who Knows how to make a quick
buck at the expense of the Blind
public. Now only if they were
Robert PeUegrino
O.C.M.B. #4165

Clarifying first letter
I am glad to see that my letter
about the wind chime, in the
Nov. S BG News, has spurred
some discussion. Unfortunately,
I don't think my main point was
understood.
My point is that the chime is
repeatedly vandalized despite
increasingly costly attempts to
protect it. Although I gave some
examples of why it might be the
victim of vandalism, they are
not important. What is important is that the University should
realize the pattern of destruction and stop spending money on
a sculpture that for whatever
reason invites vandalism.
In reply to other letters directed toward me, I want to
make it clear that I do not condone vandalism; I feel it is one
of the poorest forms of expression. Furthermore, there Is far
too much vandalism on this
campus and something should
be done to curb it.
Also, I in no way intended my
letter to encourage vandalism; I
only pointed out some possible
motivators behind it.
I would like to acknowledge

Governmental torture in the '80s
Editors note: Parts of this
have been reprinted from
"Against Torture" - Amnesty
International, 1964.
At the detention center on the
Cyprus coast it was well past
midnight when a military vehicle stopped abruptly outside. It
had driven across the island
from Nicosia through the night.
Two men went straight inside.
One was the military com-

"We walked ... straight into
the room where the interrogation was taking place," wrote
the governor years afterwards.
"We could see no sign of illtreatment. Nor could we see any
indications of force having been
used on the villagers who had
been interrogated earlier. But
our visit that night was known
throughout the island by the
next morning. Our night visit did
more than all the circulars to
prevent the use of torture in the
Cyprus emergency."
It was a demonstratiion of
political will. The scene was
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Allegations of torture had
been brought to the governor
that night. He was not especially
surprised. In 1956, Greece had
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Cyprus during the closingmonths of the Greek Cypriotinsurgency in the late 1950s.
Soldiers and civilians had been
killed, and intelligence information from captured insurgents
was considered essential if their
campaign of violence was not to
disrupt movement toward a political settlement of the longstanding Cyprus dispute involving Greece, Turkey and the
United Kingdom.
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' The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number, must
be included in all letters to the
editor.
University students writing
columns must provide class
rank, major ana hometown.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
»• West Hall

brought a complaint against
the United Kingdom before the
European Commission on Human Rights concerning brutality during interrogation.

cide for all time, and today's
torture chambers demand a
similar international response.
The torture and ill-treatment
can be stopped.

Fact-finding by the commission continued, and on hearing
the new allegations concerning
torture in a village on the opposite side of Cyprus from his
headquarters m Nicosia, the
governor and his military commander set out for their ride
through the night.

The International framework
for Its abolition exists. What is
lacking is the political will of
governments to stop torturing
people. It is as simple and as
difficult as that. Amnesty International hopes that its continuing campaign against torture
will contribute to creating this
Salitical will so that our generaon can banish torture from the
earth.

Clearly, in the 1980s, human
rights violations are committed
by more "republics" instead of
colonial masters, but they essentially remain unchanged. It is
far more complex today to investigate allegations of torture.
Objections can no longer be directed towards one commander; rather It is the
violation by the entire institution
of a government.
Revulsion at the extermination camps of World War II tod
to a convention outlawing geno-
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Alpha Phi Alpha started a
chapter at the University in
1969. An incorrect date was reported in yesterday's issue of
The BG News.

Unfortunately they feel taking
a cheap shot at a Marxist nation
(Mozambique) that poses virtualy no threat to us is more in
the interest of America's principles and citizenry than trying
to support the popular bid for
true equality and democracy in
South Africa!
Saultz is a senior chemistry
major from Amherst.

Letters

To say that be is American
music is like calling Menudo
fashion plates, but then again at
least they can dance. Elvis and
the Beatles deserved the acclaim they got because they
were unique, talented, and
brought forth social repercussions. Bruce debatedly has none
of the above.
He is not a leader but a follower, not a musician but a
redundant sound effect. If any-

by SaaidlEIdgahy

As a result, the landlocked
countries of Zimbabwe, Botswana, etc. would be forced to
depend on South Africa for international trade, forcing them to
likewise give up their support
for South African refugees and
anti-apartheid activist groups.
While news of South Africansupported RENAMO atrocities
is disturbing enough, what
really has me fired up in this
matter is that our own damned
Central Intelligence Agency actually has advisors to work for
the RENAMO forces.

wSvWwitmr

Amnesty International BGSU Campus Group is the local chapter working for the release otprisoners of conscience
around the world. Anyone interested should contact the chapter: c/o College ot Technology.
Eidgahy, a graduate assistant
in technology from Iran, is president of Amnesty International Bowling Green State University
Campus Group.

that I misused the term pride;
pride does not lead to vandalism. I inappropriately used the
term to describe someone who
may have viewed the sculpture
as junk and wanted the campus
to be rid of it.
As for my taste in art and a
suggestion for a more suitable
work, I feel that art is contextdependent; it is affected by its
surroundings. I highly doubt
that the chime was intended to
be placed on a black marble
pedestal in a linear quad. In its
present location, I think it is
simply brass rods sticking into
the air. There are many other
contexts which would allow this
piece to be considered art.
Wouldn't an appropriate context be on a raw rock base in
some natural setting? A more
suitable piece of art to replace
the chime might be a statue or
something symbolizing education. As for regard to the artist's
feelings, art is intended to be
criticized. However. I do feel it
is unfortunate that the sculpture
was destroyed. Since I nave
never studied art, the above are
my unqualified suggestions in
reply to the other letters apearing in The BG News.
Michael S. Taitel
"«ychology Department

Veterans Day not
honored properly
Tuesday's nationally recognized holiday of Veterans Day
that wasn't recognized by BGSU
produces one feeling: disgust.
The disgust I feel is toward the
University and President Paul
Olscamp. I'm not disappointed
with Bowling Green students,
because they re basically an ignorant and passive bunch. They
always have and always will be
politically impotent. However, I
am disappointed with President
Olscamp.
The reason why the University
doesn't recognize Veterans Day
is the same reason they recognize Martin Luther King Jr.
Day-because the University
has and always will avoid controversy at any cost.
It is not risky for the University to ignore Veterans Day.
After all, who is going to protest? However, it would be awful
risky to treat Martin Luther
King Jr. Day with that same
disrespect.
Black students would, and justifiably so, vehemently protest
the fact the University didn't
recognize such a worthy individual The University and President Olscamp apparently
believe that United States' veterans aren't worthy of recognition-which I find utterly
shameful.
Patrick Barrett
1515 E. Wooster «

by Berke Breathed

Local
Housing

Q Continued from page 1.
If an organization wants to occupy a vacant greek residence
unit, Colvin said the greek organization must submit a letter to
Greek Life to be placed on the
list.
He said if the group meets
membership requirements, information is sent to them about
the house.
The organization sends in an
application, which is reviewed
by a committee consisting of
various representatives from
different organizations including Interfratemity Council, Panhellenic Council and Greek Life.
A RECOMMENDATION from
the committee is sent to Fayetta
Paulsen, assistant vice president of Student Affairs, for approval.
Since the black enrollment in
fraternities and sororities is low,
Colvin said efforts must be
made to help black greek organizations.
Colvin said Greek Life is
looking for housing that will
accommodate six to eight people
so that organizations like the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity can
fill the space.
Last summer, the Alpha Phi
Alpha house on South Prospect
Street was torn down because
the lease with the University
wasn't renewed.
Richard Moore, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha, said the owner
didn't renew his lease with the
University, but decided to sell
the property to the city.
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Students conducting survey on TARTA
by Greg Conncl
staff reporter

Riders on Toledo city buses
may soon see some changes in
the way routes are designed,
fares are collected and services
are advertised, thanks to research being conducted by the
University's Population and Social Research Center.
Mike Travis, director of marketing for the Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority, said
the survey was commissioned to
help the company better understand why people are going
where they are, and the results
from the survey will be used by
TARTA's scheduling, planning
and marketing departments.
The scheduling department
will determine if there are any
adjustments that should be
made to the current bus schedule, the planning department
may consider changing current
routes or adding new ones, and
the marketing department will
consider possible changes to its
advertising campaign, based on
the results of the survey, Travis
said.
"The survey will give my department (marketing) a better
idea of what the riders want,
which hopefully will help us
serve our riders better and entice new riders as well," he
added.
Jerry Wicks, associate profes-

H Miltons

sor of sociology and director of
the center, said 40 interviewers,
including undergraduate and
graduate students, employees of
the center and area residents,
began riding TARTA buses and
surveying riders Nov. 6.
"TOLEDO IS broken into
transit zones, which can be used
to chart the the movement the
riders," Wicks said. "TARTA
wants us to find out more about
the flow of the riders - that is,
where they are coming from,
where they are going to, ana
when they are going."
The l&-quesuon survey collects a variety of information
including the riders' age, household size, sex, race, income level
and information about how far
people ride on the buses, and
now they pay their fares, Wicks
said.
The information will be comC" id at the center, located in 302
yes Hall, and sent to Booz,
Allen and Hamilton, a Philadelphia-based research organization, contracted by TARTA to
research ways to improve route
oranization.
Lisa Palukaitis, junior interpersonal communications/sales
major, is one of the students
taking the survey. She has interviewed riders on several routes.
"TARTA buses run circular
routes," Palukaitis said. "Interviewers board the bus at the

station and ride complete loops,
giving surveys to every other
rider boarding the bus."
On a busy day, such as Sunday, Palukaitis said she gave
out as many 15 surveys in one
run, but on slower days, such as
Friday and Saturday, she may
only give out three or four on a
run, she said.
"UNLESS YOU'RE on one of
the shopping mall runs, you
don't see too many people on
Saturdays," she said.
Palukaitis said most riders
are cooperative, except for
males in the 17- to 18-year-old
range, and males who are 65 or
older, she said.
Curiosity, Palukitis said, is
one thing all the riders seem to
have in common.
"Everyone wants to know
what the survey is about, and
riders who are not surveyed,
(the interviewer surveys every
other rider) sometimes get upset and want to know why they
weren't chosen," she said.
The center received a
$40,000 subcontract for the project from Booz. Allen and Hamilton, who hired the center as its
local affiliate on a recommendation from TARTA, Wicks said.
In 1964, TARTA hired the center
directly for a similar project.
"We conducted a telephone
survey for TARTA in 1964 that
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for the handicapped, and
TARTA tax levies.
Wicks said they decided to go
into the field for the current
survey since this time TARTA is
only concerned with information
dealing with riders.
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was designed to give them a
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Sue Ann Harvey, junior marketing major, surveys a passenger on a
TARTA bus in Toledo. Harvey rode TARTA routes for four to five
hours a day to help the bus service determine ways to make the buses
more useful to riders.
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Leftists claims Besse murder
ONE DID the shooting while the other
provided protection, according to the accounts. Police said none of the witnesses
could provide detailed descriptions of the
women.

Besse had been named president of Renault in hopes of turning the struggling
company around. He instituted an austerity
program that cost about
22,000 jobs and irritated labor.
Direct Action began with purely domestic
objectives, fighting what it called the forces
oppressing immigrants, the unemployed
and the unfortunate. It bombed and occasionally snot up facades of official buildings
such as the Labor Ministry, but at the
beginning it avoided causing injury.

Besse was shot moments after his chauffeur dropped him about 50 yards from home.
A Renault official said Besse, who took over
France's largest auto company since January 1985, never used a personal bodyguard.
Renault said yesterday that Aime Jardon,
the company's assistant director-general,
would be in charge until the government
appoints a new president.

Police believe it has only a few committed
members and about 200 sympathizers.
In 1982, Direct Action split into "domestic" and "international" factions. Several members of the domestic group have
been arrested - notably Andre Olivier, who
was underground for several years-and
police seized large quantities of documentary material on the organization.

earlier that the source of the attack "is
undoubtedly Direct Action."
Police say that, according to the accounts
of seven main witnesses, most of them
neighbors, two women were directly involved in the murder.

PARIS (AP) - Police said yesterday they
believe two women from the terrorist group
Direct Action killed industrialist Georges
Besse, who was gunned down on the street
outside his home.
The president of the state-owned Renault
automobile company was shot about 8 p.m.
Monday a few steps from his house in the
city's 14th district near the Montepamasse
railway station.
Witnesses said the assailants approached
Besse, 58, on foot and escaped the same
way.
Pamphlets found in a Paris subway station claimed responsibility in the name of
Direct Action, a terrorist group of the extreme left that has carried out numerous
other attacks, authorities said.
A police spokesman said the printed
statements "appeared authentic" and carried the organization's symbol, a fivepointed star. The same spokesman said

Hearing held for Goodyear bid
Financier denies consulting with stock speculator for inside tips
WASHINGTON (AP) - AngloFrench financier Sir James
Goldsmith, criticized by lawmakers yesterday over his bid
for control of Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., denied he had discussed it with stock speculator
Ivan Boesky.
As Wall Street's insider trading scandal began to generate
political heat, Rep. Michael DeWine, R-Ohio, told Goldsmith he
may have violated federal securities law by failing to file documents with the government.
In a congressional hearing,
interrupted by applauding
United Rubber Workers members wearing Goodyear baseball
caps, the corporate raider said
his takeover bid, arranged in
part through companies in
Liechtenstein, Panama and the

r
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i
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Cayman Islands, would rescue
the Akron, Ohio, company from
"corporate fat.''
He said Goodyear management's construction of a $1 billion oil pipeline appeared
"wholly lunatic" and that criticism of his takeover bid represented "the usual knee-jerk
opposition to free-market capitalism and support for the bureaucratic establishment."
Rep. James Seiberling, DOhio, asked Goldsmith if he had
conferred with Boesky during
his six-week effort to gain control of Goodyear.
"No, Sir/' said Goldsmith,
who has been successful in takeovers of Crown-Zellerbach
Corp., and a number of other
companies.
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Robert Mercer, chairman and
chief executive officer of Goodyear, told the panel that he understood Boesky has acquired
326,000 shares of the company
and that he has been "in and
out" of the stock during the last
six weeks.
BOESKY AGREED Friday to
pay $100 million in penalties to
settle Securities and Exchange
Commission charges involving
vast stock profits rolled up as a
result of inside tips from Dennis
Levine, a former officer of the
securities firm of Drexel Bumham Lambert, Inc.
The inside tips involved upcoming takeover attempts,
which in Wall Street's current
climate of merger mania often
drive up the price of a takeover
target's stock.
In response to a question from
DeWine, Goldsmith said he did
not know if he had filed
statements with the Justice Department and the Federal Trade
Commission that are required
when individuals acquire (IS
million worth of shares in a
company or 15 percent.

"My interpretation would be
that you were required to file
and are in violation of law,"
DeWine said.
Goldsmith said he had acquired 12.5 million shares or
perhaps 11.1 percent of the company. DeWine calculated that it
amounted to $500 million in holdings.
At several points, the financier got into verbal duels with
Seiberling who questioned Goldsmith's frequent complaints
that Goodyear management had
gotten enmeshed in business
ventures it knew nothing about.
"WHO THE hell are you?"
Seiberling demanded at one
point, drawing applause from
the Goodyear workers.
Goldsmith also reiterated under prodding from Seiberling
that he plans to sell Goodyear
subsidiaries to pay debts he has
accumulated in his takeover bid
which is being assisted by Merrill Lynch and Co. Goodyear has
retained Drexel Burnham Lambert to help fight off the takeover.
i
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News Briefs
Chernobyl believed started
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union most likely has
resumed operation of some
nuclear plants without making the safety improvements
promised in the wake of the
Chernobyl accident, Energy
Secretary John Herrington
said yesterday.
"Our best estimate is they
started Chernobyl up probably too soon to do all the
upgrades they said they were
going to do." Herrington said
after testifying at a Senate
hearing. "We are reasonably
sure they are operating reac-

tors today without the upgrades they promised."
Herrington called the imBrovements "major installaons" that coulrfcrt have been
completed before the Chernobyl facility started up Sept.
29 - five months after a fire
and explosion ripped through
one of its four reactors and
sent a cloud of radiation
across the globe.
Asked if the safety imErovements eventually will
e made, Herrington replied,
"There's no way of knowing. I
certainly hope so."

Ohio aid money stalled
TOLEDO (AP) - It may be
next spring before agencies in
Ohio receive their share of
money from Hands Across
America, the national fund
raising event to help the hungry and homeless, officials
say.
David Fulton, a spokesman
for Hands Across America in
Los Angeles, told The Blade
In an interview yesterday
that about $20 million of the
$32.5 million raised will be
allocated to the states. Ohio,
which had more participants
than any other state, will receive $606,488.

The S million people who
created a human chain May
25 donated an average of $490
each, generating $24.5 million. About 902,000 Ohioans
contributed just more than
$4.4 million.
Hands Across America has
$16 million for states available now and expects to collect $4 million in unpaid
pledges, Foster said.
An announcement will be
made later this week on when
the 15 states receiving $90,000
or less can expect their
money.

Sales halted on porn books
TOLEDO (AP)-Eleven
adult book stores in Toledo
will stop selling offensive
publications while a judge
decides whether the material
is obscene, the prosecutor's
office said yesterday.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza
filed civil lawsuits in Lucas
County Common Pleas Court
last week, asking a judge to
close the stores as public nuisances because they sell allegedly obscene material.
The lawsuits asked for a

preliminary injunction that
would have closed the stores
immediately while the merits
of the lawsuit were heard.
Instead, the book store owners agreed to stop selling the
publications for the duration
of the civil cases.
The agreement, "gave us
the relief we were seeking,"
assistant prosecutor Steven
Papadimos said yesterday.
"That saved us from having
to go through 11 hearings."

BG News editor
applications
for spring semester 1987
are being accepted through
5 p.m. Dec. 1
by the University Board of Student Publications
Apply at The BG News office, 214 West Hall
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Let Sugar Ray worry about it
Leonard not fighting for money or exposure
In The Game

SHUT UP!
Alright, I'm sorry. But I'm
sick of hearing this crap. Not
surprised, just tired of the same
thing over and over. A good
question might be, How many
times have people asked no one
in particular why Sugar Ray
Leonard is going to fight
Marvelous Marvin Hagler?
The answer: Many times.
Many, many too many times.
My question: What difference
does it make to you (or him or
her or them) ? Cripe, it's his life
to worry about. The last thing he
needs is the sympathy and
concern of millions.
Good word, millions. A word
Leonard is particularly familiar
with. According to Mike
Trainer, Sugar Ray's attorney,
40 would be a good number to go
with that good word.
A good number-word
combination to denote net
worth.
And that's before the fight
neit April.
But for now it's back to the
problem: too many people are
concerning themselves with
Leonard's right to fight, his
sanity, the danger he will
reinjure his eye etc., etc., etc.
My friend Grunt and I were
recently in an area pizza joint
when we overheard a
conversation between some
boxing fans. At least I think they
were Fans. I guess it's possible

they were really members of the
boxing establishment.
Sadly enough I am not able to
use their names because I do not
know them. Any correlation
between the names in this
account and other persons,
living or dead, is, of course,
purely coincidental.
"I cannot possibly understand
why he wants to fight again.
Especially that Hagler guy, he
looks like a murderer," Prissy
said. "Leonard is still good
looking. Why does he want to
ruin that? What's the point of
beating each other senseless?"
Ah, the first evidence of
higher education. Hagler does
indeed look like a murderer.
And what is the point? But it's
not my point. No sense arguing
the sensibility, criminality,
civility, brutality, etc. of boxing.
The argument would last
forever.
But understanding why
Leonard wants to fight again
should not be so difficult. His top
two answers are, "Because It's
(the Hagler fight) there," and
"It's the only void in my
career."
Makes enough sense to me. It
was for similar reasons that Sir
Edmund Hillary climbed Mt.
Everest. We're talking the same
reasons old quarterbacks
who've never been to the Super
Bowl won't retire gracefully the same reasons Muhammad
Ali came out of retirement 23
times in search of an
unprecedented fourth world
title.
Were Leonard to whip Hagler,
he would become owner of
Baldy's tide belt. It would also
be the third weight division
Sugar ruled.
Besides, how do you suppose

heroes become heroes?
I know, I know, stupid
?|uestion. But hey, it's not my
ault these people can't satisfy
themselves with banal behavior.
But baneful? (pause, deep
breath of exasperation) I mean
for gosh sakes Leonard is still
good looking!
Now there's some solid logic.
Puhleeeez.
"Obviously he's not crazy,
Prissy. He must be doing it for
the money," said Pragma. "He
know's he could get hurt. He
knows he could have his jaw
busted and stuff, but he's gonna
make a ton of money."
Not if they pay him in 20-dollar
bills, he's not. then we're
looking at a multi-ton problem
here. The man will need at least
two ocean liners with wheels to
haul his reward to the bank.
There's no sneezing at $11
million.
Pragma must be in cahoots
with Thomas Hearns' trainer,
Emmanuel Steward. Steward
thinks Leonard's fighting for the
money even though Trainer said
Leonard can't even spend the
interest from his current
investments.
Yeah right, it's the money.
Would you like coffee with your
breakfast and stuff?
"The guy must be an ego
maniac or something. What
logical reason could he possibly
have to fight this fight? He iust
wants to prove his manhood."
Dumb-dumb said. "He's still
young and he's probably having
a hard time living without the
fame and glory. He probably
liked being a star arid doesn't
want to give it up."
Bartender, quick, pour this
man another keg. He's barfing
air, he needs something solid (or

at least liquid).
I will pay any sane person who
can attempt (without laughing
or nvlttng when I throw water
on him) to convince me Leonard
is fighting Hagler simply
because he wants the media
exposure.
This is not to say he doesn't
enjoy being a celebrity. But do
you really Delieve he would put
(us neck on the line so he can be
on the cover of Sjports
Illustrated?
Ego maniac? Quite possibly.
In fact, I would think it a
neccessity for any man willing
to be beaten until his eyes cross
and his ears fall off.
But prove his manhood?
Puhnhleeeez shut up!
Sugar Ray Leonard does not
strike me as a stupid man. His
decision to fight Hagler may,
however, be a stupid one.
But it is his decision.
People fear Leonard's eye
may be injured again and he
may even be blinded. The eye
has been examined by numerous
physicians. The common
diagnosis is that there is no
more chance for a retinal injury
than before.
It's his eye anyway.
If you're worried about the
eyesight and pretty face of
boxers, donate money to all the
big-city, small-time boxers with
45-37-8 records who fight a few
times a month beca use it's all
they know and all they can do to
feed themselves and their
families.
Those kind of people do exist.
If you're worried about your
hero s well-being, stop
worrying.
Let him show why he is your
hero.

Red Sox' Clemens collects MVP award
NEW YORK (AP) - Roger
Clemens, whose 24-4 record Ted
the Boston Red Sox into the
World Series, today was named
the American League's Most
Valuable Player, the first starting pitcher to the win the award
in IS years.
Clemens, who earlier won the
AL Cy Young Award, gained his

r

first MVP award over 1965 winner Don Mattingly of the New
York Yankees and Boston teammate Jim Rice.
Clemens drew 339 points on 19
first-place votes, five secondCce. two thirds and a fourth,
ttingly was second with 258
points, including five first-place
votes, followed by Rice with the
other four first-place votes and
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241 points. They were the only
players named on all 28 ballots.
Tne vote was conducted by the
Baseball Writers' Association of
America, and made Clemens the
first starting pitcher to take the
MVP since Vida Blue won the
award for Oakland in 1971.
Relievers Willie Hernandez of

the Tigers in 1984 and Rollie
Fingers of Milwaukee in 1981,
who also won the Cy Young.
Clemens, who was waiting for
word at his home in Katy,
Texas, said earlier, "I'm not
anxious about it. I'm just very
curious. Of course, if I won it, I'd
be very elated."

Fremont native
set for OSG-UM
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)Tony Gant broke a lot of Ohio
hearts when he enrolled at
Michigan. Now he'd like to do
it again. It's nothing personal, mind you. It's just
Gant's competitive nature.
Gant was named "Back of
the Year" his senior year at
Fremont, but spurned offers
from both Ohio State and
Perm State to play at Michigan.
"I guess Fremont is about
split," the Michigan defensive back and return specialist said this week of his
northwest Ohio home. "About
half the town roots for Ohio
State and the other half roots
for Michigan. Mainly, everybody just likes to see the
hometown kids do well, no
matter who they play for."
Gant has done very well,
but an unfortunate mistake
last week helped Minnesota
C ill off a stunning 20-17 vicry over the previously unbeaten Wolverines.
Gant, signaling for a fair
catch, fumbled a secondquarter punt that the Gophers
recovered and quickly converted into the game's first
touchdown.
"The defeat was very disappointing especially for me,
because I fumbled the punt,"
said Gant, an honor student
who made the All-Academic
Big Ten team last year. "But
we have to put it behind us.
The Rose Bowl is still on the
line."
SIXTH-RANKED Michigan, 9-1 overall and 6-1 in the
Big Ten, must beat the Buckeyes to earn a Rose Bowl
berth. The seventh-ranked
Buckeyes, 9-2 and 7-fl, need
only to tie to earn the Pasadena trip.
"I think our team will be all
right," Gant said. "We know
the importance of going to
Pasadena. We want to win.
We went to the Rose Bowl

when I was a freshman, but
we (fifth-year seniors) really
didn't have anything to do
with It"
Gant, a (Moot, 180-pound
senior, selected Michigan for
several reasons.
First, it was the wish of his
dying father that Gant attend
Michigan. His dad died a
week after he signed his letter
of intent.
Second, the Wolverines and
Coach Bo Schembechler were
highly recommended to Gant
by another Fremont native,
Rob Lytle, one of the greatest
running backs in Michigan
history.
Finally, Gant liked Michigan's reputation for academics and athletics. He is a
member of the National
Honor Society and winner of
the National Achievement
Award.
"Playing in the MichiganOhio State game is what a lot
of guys growing up in Ohio
grow up thinking about,"
Gant said. "My boyhood
heroes all played for Ohio
State. Tim Spencer and Archie Griffin were my heroes."
GANT HAS has been a
starter in the Wolverines' defensive backfield for three
years. This year, as the Wolverines' free safety, Gant has
been in on 35 tackles, 25 of
them solos, and recovered
two fumbles.
And, despite the gaffe
against Minnesota, Gant is a
fine punt-return specialist,
averaging 4.9 vards on 10
chances so far this season.
But that's all history. All
that matters to Gant and the
Wolverines now is putting the
mistake-filled Minnesota
game out of their minds. They
know that nothing less than
total effort will be enough
against the Buckeyes, who
are vastly improved after a
disastrous start.
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Improve Your
Income Potential &
Career Opportunities.

Get an MBA.

If you are about to graduate from college or have already, you can
greatly increase your employabilitv and income potential by
obtaining an MBA from Ohio State Our full-time two-year MBA
program is designed to provide professional management
education. It is one of the top 25 programs in the country and has
many unique features, including:
• no prerequisite course work
• open to students with nonbusiness backgrounds
• specializations in just one or two management fields through elective course work
• an integrated curriculum that will give you a solid foundation in
management tools and concepts
• a high level of student and faculty-student interaction
• a curriculum accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business
We offer a full range of career-counseling and placement services.
Recent graduates have found positions with recognized leaders—these include
Strategic product planner, Pontiac Motors
Marketing research analyst, General Mills, Inc.
Management consultant, Arthur Andersen k Co.
Financial analyst, Hewlett-Packard Company
Commercial lender. National Bank of Detroit
Management systems analyst. Procter & Gamble
Assistant product manager. Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation
Distribution analyst, Clorox Company
Export control analyst, IBM Corporation

Thursday
Only $5.00 for a
12" pizza with pepperoni. double cheese
and extra thick crust.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Call us.
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 352-1539
Hours:
11:00 am - 2am Sun-Wed
11:00 am - 3am Thur - Sat
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
1986 Domino's

Pl

"»

lnc

Find out more—call or write for our free brochure.

Information Session
Thursday, Nov. 20"
4:30, Town Room, Union
or contact
231 Admin. Bldg., Center For Academic Options
372-8202

Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
112 Hagerty Hall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
(614) 292-8511

The Ohio Start University

%id<-
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Noll says Steelers will not be picked on
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Pittsburgh Steelers Coach Chuck Noll has
no intention of letting the Cleveland Browns pick on his defensive
secondary when the two AFC Central Division teams play Sunday in
Cleveland.
Asked at his weekly news conference what the biggest change new
offensive coordinator Lindy Infante has brought to the Browns'
offense, Noll replied, "Short passes ... and pick plays."
An offensive player, often a wide receiver, screens or blocks out a
defensive back on a pick play so another receiver trailing behind can
catch a pass.
Noll said pick plays are most successful against teams which play
man-to-man defenses because a large area of the secondary is
momentarily left uncovered when a defensive back has been picked
effectively.
"The Browns run a great number of pick plays," Noll said. "It

seems to be the way the game is going. It's a big part of their
offense."
NFL rules prohibit picks, but Noll said many officials ignore them
because it is difficult to determine whether an offensive player has
deliberately picked a defensive back.
"It's difficult to determine intent," Noll said.
Have the Steelers retaliated by incorporating pick plays into their
offense? "You have to keep up with the times, Noll said.
Noll joked that NFL coaches used to have "a gentleman's
agreement" against pick plays, "but the turnover rate for coaches is
so high that they don t know from one year to the next what has gone
on in the league meetings."
Picks are "the biggest change in passing offenses" in recent
years, Noll said. It doesn't do any good to complain to officials about
them, Noll said, "Because if you complain against it, they will call it

on you.'
you."
Noll did have a complaint - a very vocal one -- about the officiating
27-24
Oct. S. It was the Browns'
in the Steelers' 27
:24 loss to Cleveland on Oct.!
first victory in Pittsburgh since Three Rivers Stadium opened in
1970.
The Browns took advantage of a roughing-the-kicker penalty on a
missed field goal attempt to score what proved the decisive
touchdown on Earnest Byner's 4-yard, fourth-quarter scoring run.
"I felt the officials took that one from us, ana I usually never feel
that way," Noll said. "I had that feeling after the game. Our guy
(defensive back Dave Edwards) is rolling on the ground and the the
kicker falls over him and it's roughing the kicker. That gave them a
score."
Now, Noll would like to see the Steelers even the score.
"I think we've improved since the last time we played them."

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

•OPPORTUNITY FOR SALE*
Lootung lor mat perteel opportunity to get m
voivM and have a great time, too'' Then look no
further we have what yyu're looking (or1
Prewew Day No 2 * gomg to be hele) on Saturday December 6th and we need enthusiastic,
tun-lovng people (like you) to volunteer as campus tour guides' Sanpty cal (1-BOO) F-U-N T-lM-E or attend one ol two trairmg sessions to be
held on Monday. November 24th horn
7 00-9 00 pm in Room 112 ol the BA
Buiktog and Monday. December 1st from
4 30 8 30 p m in the McFall AsstmWy Room
This otter ends soon so ACT NOW!
ACM Meeting
Association lor Computing Machinery
Wed , Nov 19. 7 30, 121 Hayes
Are you looking for an Internship? Through
Washington Center Internship Program, internships avaaable lor all majors m Washington
D C Come to an ntormahon session on Thursday. Nov 20 1 00 pm 231 Administration

BUg
Are You Needy For An Ei-change?
Attend one ol 80 coaeges m Arizona. Cafcfomia
Maine a 34 other states1 National Student Exchange Information Session. Thursday 4.30
Town Room. Union
Attention French C«ut>
Canadian Singer at the French House
Thursday. 7 30-9 30
Small Reception after all welcome
BG News meeting for volunteers --writers and
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hall
For further information call
372 2603
Come and sample snacks and drinks Irom
Singapore with the World Student Association
and F*idtey Coaege international students on
Thursday. November 20 at 411 South Hal from
2 30-8 30

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
NEEDS * NEW LOOOI
We're willing to
pay SIM lor Iha
design. Please
submit Iha design
lo 324 In Iha Union
by December 2 al 4:00

RENT A LOFT FOR SPRING SEM.I
Give yourself room lo ream.'
Free pickup and desvery.
optional assembly
For mlo on how lo register
cal loll Construction.
353-3134 M-F. 0-5

"DON'T READ THIS AD"
Unless the words "lun" and people-loving are
mduded m your personal dictionary II so. and
you would exe to put these adjectives into ailed, be a volunteer tour guide lor Preview Day
No 2 lo bo held on Saturday. December 6th
Trervng Sessions we* be held on Monday.
November 24th. Irom 7 00-9 00 p m in Room
112 ol the BA Bunding and Monday.
December 1st Irom 4 30-6:30 in the McFall
Assembly Room You read rl. now become a
part ol H
•LESLIE FELDEHSTEIN"
Congratulations on your Alpha Gam Sigma CM
lavahenng to Matt' I'm so happy lor the bom ol
you--it couldn't have happened to two belter
people1 I love you both* Sheeey'
•SELLING 1 SALES MANAGEMENT CLUBSales meeting Wed night al 7 00 p m m the
Assembly Room. McFall Center Pictures lor
the Key w* be taken Sea you there1
1MS FALCON MARCHERS t FRIENDS...
The 'WEATHERMAN" is coming to town*
Parly at Ptt2a Hut. Frt altar hockeyl

Intramural 3-pMyer basketball (M A W) entries
due Nov 24. by 4 00 p m In 108 Rec Center

Aksa McMaktn
I'm so happy that you're my big' Your a" Ihinka
you're Iha beat Hope you didn't mind the early
brasktasl cal1 Love. Chflaty

Over 35.000,000 Americans have quit smoking Join them on Thursday. Nov 20 Great
American Srnokeout--Sponsored by Amencan
Cancer Sooety and the Student Wetness
Center
Peace Coakhon Meeting
Wednesday. November 19. 9 pm
at UCF Center (comer of Ridge A Thurshni
SANTA S COMING TO BG'"
Get your picture taken with Santa in a red 1987
Canwo1 Just atop by the Union Oval Wednesday. November 19 or Thursday. November 20
between noon and 5pm Tnn once m a Hetime
opportunity wtf only cost $3 50 lor a 4 x 6'"
photo Smee pretty11
SELLING a SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB
Club meeting Wed at 7 00 p m . Assembly
Room. McFall Center Pictures for the Key wfl
betaken
To all Television Majors
International Television Association Meeting.
Nov 19th at 8 00 pm m WBGU-TV studio
Tour the world at the Wond Students Association International Festival on Saturday.
November 22 Enjoy food, booths, and entertainment at the Amaru Room and N E Commons
Irom 6 00-1100 pm" Donations accepted
for 'Save the Children '
Unhrerstty of Montana waflta YOUM
University ol New Mexico wants YOUt
Through National Student Exchange you can attend one ol 60 coaeges nationwide Al credits
count towards graduation and you don't have to
pay outot-state feess Find out more-Thursday.
Nov 20. 4 30 p m . Town Room. Union

Hey al you AWESOME ANGELS
You are doing an excellent job with pledging
We're so proud ol al ol you Keep up thai PI
PHI SPIRTT'Love. your sisters ol PI Beta PM
HEY RALF'
YOU MACHO HUNK OF MANHOOD
TAKE IT EASY ON THE BABES
BEFORE HOLLY FINDS OUT
EGG

Alpha Gamma Delta pledges would ske lo con
graturate Leah Fewerstem and Malt Specht on
their Alpha Gamma Delta- Sigma Chi lavasertng
Alpha Gamma Dana
LAURA KROTKY
I'm so glad mat you're my big
You're the best I love yalll
ULUSA
Alpha Sig Little Slsses
3et exerted lor initiation and retreat Won't be
long H you find out your big sreaee Love. Nancy and Dab
AMY H AND TAMMY S
To me two greateet roomies'
Congratulations on your VP Positions'
Love ye. Came
AMYYOU AND DINNER WITH MRS K MADE
SATURDAY NIGHT GREAT' AGAIN?
-TOP GUN
Are you bar on money, but would ska a good
Anner Irom Sundance or Rocky s or a new tape
Irom Finder's? Sea ma ACW table in the BA lobby lor more detaas-November 19.20'
ATTENTION LADIES
Tired ol meeting Mr WRONG?
We may have the answer 2-4357
■eat Motel Student special S22 00 double
Cal 353 71 14 for reservations 1 mite south ol
Downtown on Rl 25

HELP)
I've lost a very preoous Hem1 A descale gold
cross with prayng hands, and a floating heart
on a gold chem Al i reaty want is the cress
Lost somewhere between Har shman and West
Hal Please help' Call 372-4314 ,. found

Thanks Again. The Gammers
I LOVE MY LITTLES
Lias Douglas snd
Stephanie Bowers
Have a great day
Kappa Dana Lota,
Laura
Intramural 3-ptayer basketball (M & W) entries
due Nov 24. by 4 00 p m m 108 Rec Center
Janet Weliel
Sorry lo hear about your
toughbreak"
Remember. Alpha Gams are behmd you al the
way
Jeffrey's st the Inn
Now Open 4 p.m. dally
Including Sunday
Enjoy your favorite cocktail
In our new lounge

Loat Black and white, tweed, wool coat
Medkjm length Lost at Howard's on Friday
mght Cat 352-9103 rl you have any info
Reward"

Jan Thorpe
A belated congratulations on your recent election to IFC President Good luck m your year
ahead
The Lambda Chi Crescents
Joelurkham
PI PM Parents Day was lun. but Sigma Chi
Turkey Shoot was even batter Thanks lor an
exceeant tone1 Love. Nancy
P S So do I have a date lor Monmouth Duo?1
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Pi Beta PM
A winning comomalion n everyone's eye
Don't get caught maamg tMa tun-tiled event
Because you I be maamg the beat tone you
aver spent
0 I don't know what I'd du-0 II I missed me
Monmouth Duo'
So find yoursefl a dale and donl you dare be
■te
KAREN DICKER
Congrats on being elected Panhel V.P.'
Your pledges are so proud ol you!
USA BUCHER
Happy Birthday to the best Tequaa drinker
North ol me Rio Grande Gal ready lor 23
shots' Love TBJ
MACHINE GUN MAURI-THANK YOU FOR THE FABULOUS EVENING
AT OATSBY DATE PARTY' EVEN IF WE DID
HAVE TO WAIT THREE YEARS IT WAS
WORTH IT! BUT NEXT TIME. LET ME HANDLE
MY KEYS
SOMEDAY SOON.
SUE
MrCHAEl (Buddy)
Sure am glad you came to you senses I LOVE
YOU. you jerk1 Love forever
YOUR ONE AND ONLY BEST SPECIAL BUDDY
Michigan ve O S.U
etBiathaue
7 foot screen TV
Saturday. Nov. 22
Bar opens at noon

LOST DORM KEY
Key cnan is attached-it is red with white let
lers Phrase on key chain says "Where rJd I put
my X" JC* keys?' Lost Wed afternoon Please
caf 2-8393

KELLY JONES...

Ride desperately needed to Detroit
Metropoetan Airport Friday. November 21 I
w* pay lor al gas Please cal Rotan at
372-5616

on.

Pregnant? Concern*? Free pregnancy MSI. obtacove rnfc<mexton By appointment or wafk-ln
Cal now 354-HOPE
TVPINO SERVICES lor M lypM ol papers
nekicfcny da*e*tetione on Xerox Memory Write'
362-300' Irom Bin to 9 p m

Love. I'm so embarrassed

IT WAS OREATI

PM DELTA THETA HOCKEY

DANIf L WADE

SWEET JOB ALL SEASON!
•m TO THE FINALS AND TAKE
THE VICTORY THAT BELONGS
TOU»lll"\

Do you have a lake ©? II caught you could gat
up lo a $60 fine and or 6 months In jal paja 1
year scene* suspension DON'T RISK IT
Donl go home empty handed' trvJan com door
bunches. (6 and $6 each Just m time lor
ThenkagMng 352-1621

SERVICES OFFERED

OFFENHAUER 201 WEST
KATHY -It waa a great weak with you
Make sure your candles stay It It waa only lea
cream B.S.I
TBtCIA Glad you are back Sorry about me
'. Don't do rl again And I mated you Mats

THANK YOU FOR SUCH
A PmCHAOELTK TNetirl

Delta Qerame Football Team"
Congrtnijletione on winning Via Greek loosbaa
cherrvpronehay You guys are aweaomo! What
athletes Qal-oW'

RIDES

OSU vs Michigan
atBrathaus
7 foot screen TV
Saturday. Nov. 22
Bar opens al noon

DU VoasyoM Team
You played great, and even though we didn't
wxi. there s always neat year
Your DZ Coaches
Dawn Janice Sheas
Golden Key National Honor Society
Group pfcluree lor ma Kay wet be taken Thura
day. Nov 20 al 9 00 p m on the atop ol
University Hal Plan to attend'

NO ONE CAN STOP US NOWP !
TOMOHT
IHAPPENtN AT 501 PIKE
PUPPY FREE to Good Home'
Ccete-Shecard mix. al shots
12 whs okt Cat 352-4340 attar 4
Scerefsce Squash
Thanks for me GREAT weekend You are me
beat ouddtor I'm looking forward to more tuny
naveat snd great times with you Love the Tern
b» Tumble.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSHON

Wendy S
Yea your phono does work
II tost doeen'l always ling
rOjLD.
Maria and Merlin

FOR SALE
78 DstsunB210. automate trarierivavslon, rune
good. $300 MCS AM FM Tuner. $60 Sanaui
tijrntable. $40 Moving, must sal. 364-1244.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

winter Bike Storage
$1408
Purcere Bake Shop
3624264

1073 Chevy Nova Rune great, body good, exceesnt winter transportation $450 cal Pal
353-2705

YUPPI'S
Wednesday night ra Tequas Mght
Yuppl's says 00 BLUE

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

YUPPI'S w* be open
lor the Michigan-OSU Game
00 BLUE

For Sate: 1060 Chevy motor home 20 loot,
350 engine, completely sell contained Asking
$1700 364-0633

WANTED

FOR SALE 17-BIWTV
Good oondttton. $20 or best offer CM evenInge. 363-0126

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

1 Female needed lo sublease apt
campus! CM now 352-0844

close lo

1 letnate to sublsaae sprs'tmant tor Spring
Semester Contact Use 354 8161
1 female to sublease apartment lor Spring
semester Close to campus $115-month ft
electric CM Kety-353-3724
1 Male roommate wanted lor Spring '87. $100
per month plus utftties Vary dose to campus
CM 352-8060 or 352-3238
1 mate roommate to sublease apartment with 3
mates for Spring '67. $112.50 per month
Phone 353-3020 lor detaea
1 roommate (m) to sub-lease lor Spring Sam
JiOO-mo plus Wee 5 phone CM: 354-5306
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SUBLEASE HOUSE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
LOW RENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
352-2778

The Brothers of Delta Upsaon
would ska lo thank their Delta Zeta voseybal
Coaches Jsmca, Sheas, and Dawn for the
guidance and support needed to Held a wining
team. Advice such as "Gat In mare and get mat
bsaf and Hit t real herd!'' definitely helped In
our third Mace flnteh Thanks again, wa had a
good time
THE CAMPUS DEPOT
Spacaatalng al Greek clothing a accessories
swsatl, I shirts tumblers, picture frames.
hnttthaoB. stationery and more' Pnces are
LOWER than the other Greek stores in the area
I we can have ALL orders ready In less than a
weak. Check out our prices on sweats
Regular weight-single lettering $16 75 double
lettering J20 60
Heavy weighl-smgle lettering $18.50. Double
lettering $22 SO
Located In Toledo on the U T campus 3123
Bancroft next to University Cleaners Mention
■Ms ad and receive 10% of any purchase
1-538-3008 Mastercard. Vtaa and personal
cneoka svvjsrjMd.
Thata CM would ska to congratulate Its wresting team on another fine eeeeon
Fmi Place
Paul DeGrsndis
TodOSheetler
Jeff Fender
Second Jos Jurkovac
Thrd Scott Myers
Honorable Mention Mike "Flat as a Pancake"
Ryan. Kan "Mat-back" Fender
To Our Pt PM Angels: Karen Monica Saly.
Armette Came Denne. Pern Bath. S Karen
CongraxusatJona on wammg me Thata Cta-OZ
Volleyball Tournament. You looked the bast.
you played Iha beat, and proved tost who waa
ale beat
Love. Your Thata CM Coaches Tony L.. Scott
S . Urvtn M . and Mate R
PS Sorry Calvin F . Scott C . and Crajg T
Typing and Word Proceealng Services and
Raaumaa Tlyaate and rssawtelluns. A to Z Oataacrosa from UMman's. 352-5042

Way to go PI PHI Voseybal Team on winning he
Thata CM DZ Voseybal Tournemenl Thata
Iwo Phasnttvor*ea In a row You ant
AWESOME'

Orange BG Falcon Sweater
Adult Sue SmM. $22 00
352-6652
Smrth-Corona electric typewriter lor sale CM
372-8796

FOB RENT

AFT FOR RENT-SPRING SEMESTER
Spacious 2 bedroom. 2 bam, appaances. M
utatlee paid except electric Gas heel Vary
dean, good mgmt CM 3530733

3 gvte looking lor 1 lemaJe roommate Great
house, exc location on Wooeter across from
campus CM 353-2010

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epelton would like
to thank HAL KNAPP and BRAD BAKER tar al
ttiek work to make OATS8Y 10M such a etw
ceee! Congratulations Brothers of the Weak
HAL a BRAD!

Metalrc brown '77 Chrysler Cordoba Vinyl top.
A-C. radio, cruise control, power steering new
battery, good tires, and paint, never wrecked,
make oiler. 686-3688.

2 people lo sublease half ol s 4 person Campus
Manor apartment. oM Greg 352-8560 after
6:00 p.m.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN. 3-11. '17
THiP INCLUDES TRANSPORTATION. AC
COMOOATIONS. PARTIES. CONCERT, LIFT
TICKETS
I2M (1100 DEPOSIT)
ALSO AVAILABLE:
50S SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT, 10%
CLOTHING PURCHASE DISCOUNT AT VIKING SKI SHOP-TOLEDO. SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR UNION. SIGN UP IN NOV.
TO K ELIGIBLE TO WIN A GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM aUNOANCE.

Keep warm th* winter Great looking military
overcoets ft nek) rackets Variety ol styles ft
sizes at a great coat1 CM 353-0321

1 mate needed lo sublease room m house lor
Spring semester CM Dave II 352-1549 bet
wean 6 and 9 pm.

2 roommates to sub lease for Spring semetter
Very close to campus CM 353-2348

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

FURNITURE-MUST SELL Sofa. TV stand, col
tea table. Mtchan table -4 chairs Al In good
oondttton Bael offer. CM M-F after 5 pm
354 8180

2 females to sublease apartment tor Spring
Semester
Cory apt. dose to campus
353-1488

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

1974 Porsche 014 2 0 litre. 1 owner, good
condition $1900 or best offer 352-4236

FOR SALE MARANTZ STEREO
EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL 372-4076

"Student Loans
No co-signer, no credit sop
Cal Stan (814] 475-6800

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA PM EPSILON

1973 VW Super Beetle $950 lo start but beat
offer 352-2143

1980 Champ Runs wal sold body. dean.
good rubber AM-FM stereo radio $000 firm
354-7660

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

352-5146

DEE QEE PHI OELT

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Congratulations Art Curhs and Deb Sarosy on
your Thata CM-PI Baa Phi kKeaatlng --The
Brothers ol Thela CM-

Dear Babushka-Jackson Hole. Wyoming
Yeah' Then where was go1

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

CONNECTIONS After 6 Sale
Save 20% and more on al items
10% on al Xmas items
Mon 17 -Frl 21
Connections 518 E Wooeter

LOST & FOUND

Aaerettone 4 Hemming
New eklrta ft rjreaase, letters MMI
garments must M dean 3527268

Help Wanted -Now tawng apptcabons lor portion In a Mgh energy area mght club Friendly
nature and out-going personalty a plus Limited
positions avertable for mdrviduels under 21
Flexible schedule lor car poosng. apply m per
eon al Henry J'a Fun Orlnkary. Glenbyme
Center, after 8.00 p m defy

Hey. you Super PN Taua on S College
Alpha Gam Fledges want lo thank you tor letting
us rule your throne lot one wad and crazy Friday

Golden Key National Honor SocietyGroup pictures tor the Key w* be taken Thursday, Nov 20 at 9 00 p m on the step of
University Had Plan to attend1

O.S.E.A. MEMBERS
Pictures tor the Key being taken Thursday.
Nov 20. 6 45 m Anderson Arena

GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAfRY MART)
MON-SAT 11-8

Female roommate nodded to iijbtaaae apartment lor Spring semester Close to campus
Only $110 a month CM Deb al 354-0627.
Heap' I'm graduating' Need 1 female to share
furnished 1 bedroom apartment spring
semester FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE' CM
Rose 352-5741
Hip CMC to share Hat lor Spring ■JemeMsi
Cheap rant, pcoeaYie membership, posh CM
353-0228 Cigarette smokers need not apply
LooMng for fairtafa to atgn over lease for aprtng
semester Rant la vary reasonable • including
utxsbaa end the prlvecyoi your own room, el■•reeled cM Kattty at 353-1671

DESPERATE Spacious 2 bedroom furnished
apartment with balcony Avaasble lor subtaaia
Spring semester Pteaae CM 353-1568
Houses and apartments dose to campus lor
Summer Semeslei 1087 and 1087-88 school
year. 1-267-3341
Large 1 bedroom furraahed apartment utartios
included Ctoee to campus ft downtownavailable now. 352-6382. 362-5380:
880-3256 evenings
Need female to share house Need mate to
share apartment Four month leeee for 2nd
semeslei CM 352-7385
TWED OF CAMPUS?
3 people needed to sublease a 3-paraon apartment for Spring semester Free cable pool,
great location CM desperate graduating
seniors tor more rnformslton at 353-1661.

Needed
1 lemale roommate for spring
semester Close to campua $ 118 month II in
tereeted CM 353 0131
NOH-aMOKINQ FEMALE lor Spring Sam
f*ce piece CM 354-8502
Seeking 1 female roommate to share apartment wfth I girts lor Spring semester. Rant
1440 a semester or negotiable. Call
383-4110
Student wanted for temporary, part tone
leeching ooeitton Major fob responsibility li>
dudes conducting safety bell presentations In
elementary snd prsschcol classrooms Poertton
avsaabte from Dec 86 -May 67. approximately
810 hours par week Own transportation required. Please sand resume
Including
relerencea ft hours avaaabte to Wood County
Health Dopt , 541 W Wooeter Bowing Green.
OH 43402 EOE-EOP
WANTED FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE LIKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER IF INTERESTED. CALL 353-421 7

Use your head.
Smart people recycle aluminum,
paper and glass.
:jg::j:j

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING SALES
l»oloon opening at The BG News beginning
Spring Semester Al majors encouraged to apply tor valuable commtaaionad sales experience
Sophomores A junrors preferred Contact
Advartlaing Manager. 214 Waal Hall.
372-2606 Appscaaton rjead.no Tuaa . Nov
26, 6 pm
Applications Accepted Barney's South 006 S
Mam tor ceeMor pcaMon 7em-2pm Mon-Fn '
Make nundreda weakly maaYig droutara! No
quotas' Umttsl Rush sett addressed stamped
snvatopa AM MAR 266 Robertson. Dept P4,
Beverly Hate. CA 90211
Now accepting applications for part*
ImeceeMera ft carry-out. Looking tor aoano
mommg evaastxety - apply at Church* Supermarket 1141 S MstnBG
Pan tone ft lul-lme bertandsrs ft cocktail
waitress waiter lor Hoedey Inn
French
Quarter Panyaburg Acpscatione now 134*10
accepted
TYPISTS SSOOweekty st homel Sand SASE lo
Mr Yanaya. 1221-W B.ookvww No. 43.
Toledo. OH 43616
Wanted Softool recveeenlatriB for ooastojaas
sporting company Great pay CM cole el
1-813-346-2000

CLASSES FOR THE 2/21/87
EXAM BEGIN SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 23rd
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO
Call days eves or weekends

* KAPLAN

ItAMlV H lanUN lOuUllOMl (INIta in
DONTCtlMHin WITH
A KAPLAN STUI*NT HF ONI

